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UPCOMING EVENTS
COMING UP NEXT MONTH
November 14 – Happy Hour in Buffalo
November 17 – Annual Fall Dinner
Please note there is no monthly meeting in November. See website for event details.

HAPPY HOUR IN BUFFALO
Join us on Wednesday, November 14 for Happy Hour around 7:00pm at Quaker Steak & Lube, 6727 Transit
Road, Buffalo, NY. . The format is purely social, and dutch treat. See you there!

ANNUAL FALL DINNER
Registration is NOW OPEN for the Saturday, November 17th Niagara Region PCA Fall Dinner at Terry Hills
Country Club. We’ll begin at 6:00pm with Cocktail Hour including a variety of appetizers and drinks. Then enjoy a
sit down dinner and dessert, followed by announcements and awards. Finally, enjoy an intimate performance of
close up magic and illusion by Jim Pelc. More info is available on our website.
We will be collecting toys at this event for children in need this holiday season, to be distributed by the
‘97Rock Christmas is for Kids’ program. Please bring a new, unwrapped toy/game/book/etc. Your generosity is greatly appreciated!

Visit us at
www.NiagaraPCA.org
Click the button below to see our website.

Don’t Miss Any NRPCA Social Events
Sign up for Sue Juby’s
E-mail notifications by sending
Sue an e-mail at: sreesen@rochester.rr.com
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President’s Message
Your presence and participation are requested – for our board elections, photo contest judging,
and at our fall dinner! Elections are taking place now through Oct. 31 for club president, vp, treasurer, and secretary for the 2013-2014 term. A link to the online ballot was emailed to all club members on the 1st and 15th; please cast your votes and show your support for our volunteers.
This year’s photo contest is now underway with judging taking place on our club’s Facebook page.
Members can choose their favorite photos, the winners will be announced at the November 17
annual fall dinner. Speaking of the fall dinner, RSVP’S are due by the end of this week (Oct. 26) so
don’t delay in reserving your seats. Info about all these activities / events can be found on our
website.
Just a reminder – there is no monthly meeting in November. The next monthly meeting will be in December which will be a
“pre” planning meeting for the 2013 driving season. In lieu of meetings we will have some happy hours during the winter
months. Again, check our website for details.
Take care,
Jim

EDITOR’S NOTE:
Want to advertise your business in Flatout? Well now you can. Contact
Sue Juby at sreesen1@yahoo.com for details and cost options.
Don’t forget to send me your stories and pictures. There is no Flatout
without them.
Tom Lyons
Editor Flatout
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NRPCA Members Report
September 2012 Members Report

Member Stats
Primary Members 397

OCTOBER PCA ANNIVERSARIES
50 Years
Helmut Hirschauer

Affiliate Members 280

15 Years
Steve Foley

Life Members 1

5 Years
Joseph Johnson
Robert Woeppel

Transfers in 0
Transfers out 0
Renewals 23
Non renewals 5
Total Members 678

Welcome To Our New August Members –
Aberte, Blake
Anderson, Windsor L. II
Borkowski, David J.
McNamara, Timothy M.
Olivieri, Lino P.

1 Year
Mike Chenaille
George Diaz
Sam Narins
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Running the multitude of events we do each year for the Porsche Club may look easy. Well many of them are easy but
volunteers that run events would like to “share the wealth”. If
you have never run or helped at an event but would like to, let
us know. We have lots of ways to help volunteers be successful with their events and volunteer activities.
Check out the Volunteer-A Ganza information on the next
page to see if there is something there you would like to lend
a hand. Don’t see what you like and want to offer an alternative, that’s cool too. We will help you be successful just let us
know.
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A Year in Autocross
A Year in Autocross
By
Mel Dillon
The 2012 autocross season is done and ready for the fork test. It was fun, competitive,
well attended and in the early stages a little frustrating. We started the year off in May
with two events.

The first was at Letchworth State Park in the swimming pool parking lot. The event was well attended and could have
been a great day. But, we experienced some technical difficulties with the timing gear and thanks to several smart
phone owners and they stopwatch apps we soldiered on for the day. There were five Porsche's in attendance with six
drivers. Andy Cocilova, in Marcus Kroll's screaming yellow 911 was the fastest Porsche at the event. Marcus had to
settle for second fastest. Good representation with a Cayman, GT3, Boxster, the aforementioned 911 and a 924 present.

The second event of the season saw the road shoe return to a historical location at the Genesee Valley Kart Club in
Avon. Being the first time an autocross has been held there in 20 years there was a big turnout for the event. Several
drivers that I spoke with during the day only came out to drive because it was Avon and they remembered driving
there in years past. We had four Porsche's participate with Marcus Kroll setting the fastest time for the marque with
Chad Juby coming in second.

June saw the autocross circus move to the infield at Watkins Glen International as part of the Niagara Regions 50th
anniversary celebration. Chad Juby and Dennis Karalow were the only Porsches to take on the short and
challenging course with Chad posting the fastest time
for the club.

There was a month long break before the next event at
Hamlin Beach State Park. It was a nice location with the
lake shore close to the lot but the lot had so much dirt
that the event was more of a rally than a traditional autocross. George Diaz was the only Porsche competing
and he was so impressed with the dirt that he was seen
taping side panels on the car in preparation. The competitive secret of the day was all wheel drive and Peter
Simon and Gillian Pielow both put in impressive runs for
third and fourth fastest times in their BMWs.
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A Year in Autocross
After a long break to escape the summer heat we returned to Letchworth State Park and the small lot. Like the spring
event several new faces showed up but unlike the spring event the timing gear ran faultlessly all day long. Chad
Juby was the only Porsche competing and turned in his fastest run on his next to last run.

The last event of the series was at Cherry Valley Motorsport Park south of Syracuse. A very small number of participants attended with no Porsche there to defend the brands honor. We took 10 runs during the day and closed up the
event by 3pm. Fastest Time of the Day went to Mel Dillon in the MINI after which several participants picked up some
fried apple fritters at a local farm before the trip back to Rochester.

Final standings in the Top Gun Challenge for 2012. Tim Moriarity in his well set up 318i BMW is first in the points, Mel
Dillon finishes in second place 16 points back with Steve Lawless in third place. 45 drivers scored points in the series
this year.

For 2013 a new team will be leading the autocross program and there will be some new locations added in and possibly some lost. We are looking to hold one event at Ralph Wilson Stadium in Buffalo. It has nice large lots and the
pavement is new and has nice grip. We are also working on gaining access to a college lot in Rochester. While small
it is in a prime location. Avon kart track is looking iffy for a return to the schedule as scheduling and restrictions from
the track are making it a less than desirable location. We will return to Hamlin Beach state park but need to rent a
sweeper to clean the lot before the next event there. Overall it promises to be another good year and we look forward
to seeing you at an event.
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Northeast Lake Tour
North East Lake Tour
By
Tom Lyons & Art Kriesen
It certainly wasn’t the nicest day to take the car out but on the other hand, it wasn’t raining. Sixteen people in nine cars
were all thinking the same thing because that is how many came out for Art Kriesen’s fall tour. I like to think of this tour as a
ride between the bays, Irondequoit and Sodus because both were in view at one point.
The group met at Webster Park at the end of Hard Road and after the usual meet and greet and the signing of the waivers
we started out on the tour. Babs and I have been driving roads
near the Lake for years but Art really knows some very cool
roads. Initially we thought we’d be heading east towards Sodus
so we were a little surprised when we headed west. A couple of
twisty roads later we found ourselves at the Irondequoit Bay outlet
bridge. Currently the bridge is closed to traffic but in less than a
month it will
be swung
back into
action and
cars will be
able to use
this route
between
Irondequoit and Webster for the cold months. The US Coast Guard
controls the bridge open/close dates and will not budge on the November to April dates even
though there is no boat traffic
using the outlet.
After the Irondequoit Bay stop we stared heading east. We got to drive the best part
of Lake Road, the part with all the twisty turnies. Babs and I usually take the Lake
Road right out to Pultneyville then on to Sodus but that was not what Art had in mind.
We did some very interesting roads that Babs and I had never been on. I should
have been taking notes. In Pultneyville we stopped at the new deli (the former Pickle
Factory) for coffee and a whatever. Because of a family commitment with our grandkids we had to break off at that point while the rest of the gang continued on towards
Sodus.
Art told me they also had stops at the Old Sodus lighthouse, the Young/Sommers
Winery and at George Leopard’s Autolinc shop. I love Art’s comments about the drive
itself. “It did not actually rain but some roads in Sodus were wet. The pace was brisk
at times and everyone kept up. Rather easy when in the entire 70+ miles there was
only one traffic light and that was a blinking yellow.”
I hope Art will reply that route when Babs and I can stay for the whole thing.

Note from Art: The reason that I know those roads so well is that they are part of the
Rochester Bicycling Club's map set that I have been riding regularly for the past 30
years.
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Chili Run
Chili Run
By
Tom Lyons
Pictures by
Tom Lyons & Christel Hirschauer
First off, special thanx to those that helped make this event happen. When our event chair up and moved west I thought
the event would be in trouble. I should have known better. This club is made up of very special people and several of
them stepped up to cover any gaps in event coverage. My thanx go to Babs Lyons for helping me lead the tour to Letchworth; to Bob and Karen Veltz for arranging the breakfast at Garber Honda; to Chad Juby and Sue Reesen for stepping
outside their comfort zone and leading ½ the group to Letchworth and certainly Rich De Asis, Joy Spencer and Jim Arendt
for setting up the picnic at the North Pavilion. I know there were others that helped setting up the picnic and I thank them
too, I just don’t know who all of them were. More on the picnic later.

Kevin Parker and Tim Carney again hosted Niagara region at Garber Porsche
for the start of our tour and picnic. We snacked on donuts, muffins, scones,
coffee, juice and cider at
Garber while waiting for all
the people to arrive. Nancy Killian even brought
home made pumpkin muffins. They were delicious.
It gave everyone a chance
to chat prior to jumping in
their cars for the tour. We
had a total of 21 cars making the trip from Garber to Letchworth. Babs
and I took half the group and Chad and Sue followed 10 minutes later
with the other half.

It was a beautiful fall day, crisp, cool but no rain or fog that was the rule of the day at last year’s event. It was so cold last
year that we skipped a few of the sightseeing locations in Letchworth State Park just so we could get to North Pavilion
where the fire was waiting for us. None of that was a problem on this day however. While it was cool, the sun was shining
making it feel warmer than it was. The sun also brought out the fall colors making the trip to the park one of the most
beautiful fall tours we have ever taken. Check out Christel’s pictures at the end of this article.

When the first half of the tour group got to the south end of the park we
pulled off the side
of the road and
waiting for the
other half of the
group to show up,
which they did 10
minutes later, just
as we planned.
We got an accurate car count so
we could pay our entrance fee with a check. The $8 park access
fee was covered by the club. Once we were paid up we started
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Chili Run
our sightseeing tour of the park. First stop was the middle falls. Many have been on this trip before so the sights at this
location are pretty familiar but a few people, such as George and Gloria Hitchcock were enjoying the view for the first time.
It made me very happy to be able to share the view with them.

We drove on to our second stop, the archery field. This location features a view in both directions, up and down river, of
the gorge. Letchworth is
known as the Grand Canyon of the East and this
spot clearly demonstrates
that. As we were standing near the edge marveling at the number of
turkey vultures flying
around I casually mentioned to someone that
we have seen bald eagles flying in the canyon.
Like it was waiting for my
introduction, a bald eagle
flew into view and floated
around I front of us for a
while then it drifted slowly
to the north and out of
view in the woods. I tried
to take a picture of it, and did, but it wasn’t very good. Christel Hirschauer on the other hand got a great shot of the eagle.
Thanx to Christel for sharing her pictures with me so I could share them with you.

It was time to head to our final sightseeing spot, Tea Table Rock. Normally this place has more than adequate parking for
the club but
since it was
such a beautiful day and the
park was really crowded,
parking was a
bit of a challenge. We did
manage to get
everyone in
and parked
and across the
street to the
viewing area.
After 15
minutes or so
of breath taking natural beauty we departed and drove north to the waiting picnic. I
was told to have people at the picnic at 1:00. We got there at about 1:15, not too bad.
As we arrived I found Rich hard at work on the grill as usual. Rich makes a very nice
burger using his secret spices. He also makes a terrific chili. After all, how could you
have a “chili run” and not have chili. Rounding out the entrees were hot dogs and sausage with an amazing array of toppings. We had something for everyone. There were
plenty of munchies and cookies too. Karen Veltz did a TERRIFIC job picking the wine
for this event. For us non-beer drinkers, we salute you.
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Chili Run
Jim brought the goody store with him and had it set up in the pavilion. Several first timers were able to get their 50 th anniversary shirts. Funny thing, we ended up sharing the pavilion with another group. They had one end and we had the other. It was not clear to people that this was the arrangement as several
of our members went to the other group’s tables for things like soda and
coffee. I went over and invited the other group to stop over and help
themselves to any of our stuff. Next year we’ll rent the entire pavilion
for the PCA.

While we enjoyed our picnic Jim presented Helmut Hirschauer with his
50 years of membership in the Niagara PCA award.

It was exciting to
see that we
had several
new members and
they chose
the chili run
as their first
event. I
hope to see
them at
many more
events next
year.
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Christel’s Letchworth Pics
Below are some of the wonders of Letchworth . We did not get to all of them on this year’s Chili Run but you could certainly go back and see them yourself or you could plan on attending the Chili Run next year.
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Christel’s Letchworth Pics
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Fall DE
Niagara Region Hosts Fall High Performance Drivers Education Event at Watkins Glen International
By
Bert Xander
Pictures by
Tom Lyons
Colder Fall temperatures couldn't keep 160 high performance driving enthusiasts away from the annual Fall drivers education event at Watkins Glen on Monday and Tuesday, October 8 and 9. Now in its 6th consecutive year, this event is now
almost as popular as the Spring event since it offers drivers one more chance to exercise their cars before the onset of
Winter.

Driving to the Glen on Sunday afternoon was exciting as I quickly
learned track tires don't provide much traction in a pouring rain!
Although I had to take it slow, I arrived on time for pre-event
check-in that evening. This year we decided to hold check-in at
the
track
to
take
ad-

vantage of the Glen facilities for final tech inspection. First
time attendees were also invited to see the track in a special
"Thunder Road Tour" while riding with Niagara instructors
who provided a narrative of the track.

Upon arriving at the gate at 6:00 pm sharp, I was greeted by
a line of participant cars, race car trailers, and motor homes - everyone was anxious to get started. In addition to myself,
participants were greeted by the Niagara Region DE committee members, Jim Arendt (Safety & Tech. Chair), Rich DeAsis,
(Chief Instructor), Curt Hinchcliffe (Registrar), Jim Tulloch (Chief
Classroom Instructor), Bob Veltz (Track Steward) and his supervolunteer wife, Karen, Instructor Development Program Chair,
Ken Buschner, and Paula Charters who volunteered to help out.
Rich held a "newbe" chat for first time participants on Sunday

evening in the garage classroom. This, along with the Thunder Road Tour, are designed to take the edge off attending
your first event.

Although the rain of the night before had stopped, Monday
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Fall DE
morning dawned with temperatures in the low 30's with cloudy skies.......it was cold enough that ice formed on the hoods of
cars! It is always busy on Monday morning with check-in,
final tech and the drivers meeting. The first participants
took to the track at 8:30. The cold track conditions presented a unique challenge for drivers and the DE committee and instructors made necessary adjustments to ensure a safe event.

Thanks to preparation by Rich, instructors again received
student assignments ahead of time and many took advantage of this to contact their student in advance of the
event. In addition to excellent classroom instruction by
Jim Tulloch that included use of new audio-visual equipment, green (beginner) and white (intermediate) run groups participated in passing exercises on both days. Jim also conducted
his patented track walk at the conclusion of activities on Monday.

Now finishing its first year, the Niagara Region Instructor Development Program graduated its second wave of new instructors as

Mike Zotter and Fred Stenger were welcomed into the
instructor core during the instructors meeting at the end
of the day Monday. Also on Monday evening, participants were treated to a happy hour at Seneca Lodge. It
was great to get out of the cold, have a drink and discuss the day's experiences.

On Tuesday morning we presented the Mike Bohan
Drivers Education scholarship (in memory of the former
Niagara Region President) to a first time NPCA student.
David Vanderbilt won the award through a drawing of eligible participants and is now entitled to attend an upcoming NPCA
Drivers Education event free of charge.

On Tuesday the temperatures continued to climb, the sun came out,
the track warmed up and it was a beautiful Fall day to wrap up our
driving season. It was great to finish the day and wish all our participants the best during the off season. Overall it was a successful high
performance drivers education event and it is always gratifying when
we get so many favorable comments from participants. Special thanks
goes out to the DE committee who continue to run world class events.
Watch the calendar for 2013 DE dates and be sure to sign up early as
we will dream over the Winter of another great season next year!
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A Race Car Named #50
A Race Car named #50
By

effort and stick to it attitude are truly inspiring. Lou’s
comments to the “dogs” are below.

Lou Betstadt
Hi Guys,
Note: My editor reamblings will be in RED to distinguish my
comments from Lou’s and the teams remarks which are in
black and indented.

We have hit the end of the club racing season and car #50
has finished it’s run for the year. While the Summit Point
race did not end as well as the team hoped, they should be
VERY proud of the effort and never say die attitude they
exhibited over the course of the entire season. Below is an

Just thought I would pass along a great tape
of the third Summit Point Sprint race done
by Jerome who was in the gray/gold 944
Turbo (F Class). If only #50's engine wasn't
breaking up and not running cleanly! I was
definitely down on power. I believe I would
have had an easier time passing and moving
up positions. And those ABS brakes are
amazing! The red Targa had great brakes.
His client owns Performance Friction and
had special calipers and rotors made just for
him and gave him 8 complete sets of different pad material! Obviously one set up
worked very well.

Thought you would be interested,

Lou

interesting interaction between Lou and another racer, Jerome Welte. Jerome took video of one of the sprint races
and a link to that video is provided below. The entire video
is 26 minutes 51 seconds and I know you race aficionados
will watch every minute, maybe more than once. For the
ADHD people who are looking for the highlight reel instead I
draw your attending to a few key spots on the “tape” that will
really get you thinking. The first highlight (lowlight??) comes
in the first minute (:16 sec) when car #50 spins going into
the corner. Some would think, well he’s toast, but you’d be
wrong. The next highlight comes starting around 7 minutes
into the video. Look in the rear view mirror of the camera
car. Guess who is sneaking up on him, its car #50 after recovering from the spin. Didn’t I say never say die. Keep
watching for a few minutes to see car #50 pass the camera
car. The next highlight comes near the end of the video at
around minute 26 (26:10) sec. Watch as the camera car
spins into the gravel trap.

In all it was a great race as the whole 26 minute video
demonstrates. Even though they didn’t win this race the

Click HERE to see the 26 minute race footage.
Below is some interaction between fellow racers, Lou
Betstadt and Jerome Welte. First is Jerome’s note to
Lou.
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A Race Car Named #50
Hey Louis,
I hope the trip home for you was uneventful. It
was a real pleasure seeing you and racing with
you again.
We had some great battles so I downloaded
some of our 'not so great' moments. Enjoy!!
To see video (:26 sec) of Lou’s spin click HERE:
To see video (1:40 sec) of the last lap for the
Black group, click HERE:
Thanks for not running into me in the gravel
trap..
Did your car have issues in the enduro? I came
up behind you and another car in the chute and
you were creeping along... I looked for you after
the race but you had already left.
See you soon,
Jerome
Next is Lou’s reply to Jerome.

Your videos and comments are really well done
and much appreciated.

Yes I had some issues with fuel delivery starting
near the end of the second Sprint on Saturday.
Seems when I would exit a corner occasionally I
would get a hiccup. Not all the time but it was
troubling. We spent much time checking over
systems, polishing grounds, measured fuel
pressure and draw from the fuel cell, etc. We
could not find anything. On Sunday I went out
for 10 minutes of practice and the issue had
gone away. However 15 minutes into the Sprint
race the problem came back on turns three, six
and ten. The car would be flat for a second or
two and then accelerate normally. Out of desperation, before the Enduro, we filled the fuel
cell thinking it might have been a pick up problem but by the Enduro 20 minute mark the problem came back and plagued me at every corner
exit and finally on the straights as well. I have
one last DE next week and the crew and I will
try testing out some of our theories regarding
faulty throttle position sensors, DME Relay and
ECU readings, etc. We'll find the problem.

In the meantime, I happily return back to my
financial planning practice and family responsibilities. However, in my Walter Mitty dreaming I
wonder what it would have been like to be a
Senna or Hill as a young man thinking about a
career in racing. I guess that is why we do what
we do. It’s the desire to test ourselves against
the other Senna's and Hill's and to commit ourselves to a constant path of improving our skills
and cars.

Once again, it is a pleasure to know you. You
are a gentleman, fabulous racer and a fierce
competitor. You have my respect and I look
forward to our future engagements.
HI Jerome,
Best regards,
It was great to see you at Summit as well. We have
enjoyed close racing over the years, although you
have the advantage (so far ;-)!

Congratulations on your podium in the Enduro. You
did a great job and you are a wonderful competitor!

Lou

I can hardly wait to see what Lou and the Dogs do to
follow up the 2012 racing year.
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Where The Hell Are We ???
THIS IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO PLAY IN 2012
ENTRIES REQUIRED BY NOVEMBER 12 TO QUALIFY FOR THE
“MAJOR AWARD”.
Are you ready for a yet another new challenge? Over the course of the coming 10 months I will include a picture in Flatout from a club event from 2011. Your job is to try and figure out where the hell we were.
Each month at the bottom of the picture of each event will be a mini form. I am using the mini form to help me
tabulate the answers. Fill out the mini form and copy and paste it into an e-mail and send it to me at tomlyons911@yahoo.com. I will collect your answers and score them. At some point before the fall dinner I’ll tabulate the answers and determine the winner. If there are multiple people with the same score the winner will be
pulled from a hat and announced at the fall dinner. The contest winner will get a MAJOR AWARD! The mini
form will look like this.

Your Name:

_________________________

Your email:

_________________________

Where the hell are we:

_________________________

Name of the event:

_________________________

Date of the event:

_________________________

(1 point is awarded for each correct answer. That’s 3 points per picture, 30 points
total) for the year

So you think you have the rules down? Well then let’s begin.

SMALL PRINT WARNING!!!!!!!

Contest is for Niagara Region PCA members only. Only one submission per member per month will be accepted. Submissions will be accepted until the next month’s Flatout is available on-line. Void where prohibited, your
mileage may vary ;-)
This months picture on next page
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Where The Hell Are We ???
Continued from previous page

So, Where The Hell Are We??
October Entry

Fill out the form below and copy/paste it into an e-mail to tomlyons911@yahoo.com

Your Name:

_________________________

Your e-mail:

_________________________

Where the hell are we:

_________________________

Name of the event:

_________________________

Date of the event:

_________________________
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Technically Speaking!
Hey Niagara Region,
Pedro is looking for topics to write about and asked me for
help. He needs topics that can be applied across the Porsche line not specific models. Topics like brakes and oil,
which we already covered, are excellent choices. Do you
have a topic you’d like to know more about?
If you do have a topic send me an e-mail at:
tomlyons911@yahoo.com and I’ll get your request to Pedro.
Lets help Pedro help us.
Tom Lyons
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Technically Speaking!
Coolant/Antifreeze
by
Pedro P. Bonilla (PCA GCR)
Once upon a time you could only use Porsche coolant in your water-cooled Porsche, but times and products have
changed and now you have a choice ... several, actually.

I know you’ve heard the stories about how your coolant will turn to gel if you put something else in there other than
genuine Porsche coolant, but if you have a little patience and read on, I’ll give you the skinny. For those of you with
“real” air cooled Porsches, thank you for reading this far, but you’ve read enough. See you next issue ;)

Logically, you’d think that a “wasserboxer” engine (water cooled boxer engine) would be cooled with wasser (water)
right? Not exactly. And why does it need to be water cooled, anyway?

A typical, 6 cylinder Porsche cruising at around 70 mph (3,350 RPM) will produce 10,050 controlled explosions per
minute inside the engine, as the spark plugs ignite the fuel/air mixture in each cylinder. Obviously, these explosions
produce an enormous amount of heat, and if not controlled, will destroy the engine in a matter of minutes. Historically there have been 2 choices for controlling this heat: air and water cooling. The original Porsche engines were
all air-cooled, but with the advent of more strict environmental regulations it became more efficient to use water instead of air to cool the engines and now all internal-combustion engines in Porsches are water cooled.
Pure water is probably the best fluid for holding and transferring heat, but it has three problems. It freezes at 32º F
which causes it to become solid and expand, thus cracking the engine, it boils at 212º F turning into vapor at too low
a temperature considering those generated by the internal combustion engine, and pure water running through the
cooling system would promote internal galvanic corrosion.
So, science came to the rescue. By adding a chemical product known as Ethylene Glycol (C2H6O2) to pure water,
it changes the freezing and boiling points of the new fluid, now known as antifreeze or coolant.

Freezing Point
Boiling Point

Pure water

50/50 C2H6O2 / H2O

70/30 C2H6O2 / H2O

32º F (0 ºC)

-35º F (-37 ºC)

-55º F (-67 ºC)

212º F (100 ºC)

223º F (106 ºC)

235º F (113 ºC)

Adding Ethylene Glycol obtained the needed anti-freezing qualities, but the coolant still boiled at too low a temperature. So again, science to the rescue. By pressurizing the system to a safe pressure of 14.7 psi the boiling temperature of the coolant is now raised another 45º F (25º C) so the coolant can withstand the higher temperatures without
boiling.
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Technically Speaking!
Coolant or antifreeze, has four (4) basic functions it must provide:
1.- It must carry heat from the engine to the radiators where it will be dissipated
2.- It must not freeze in the winter and must not boil in high temp environments
3.- It must lubricate the system’s moving parts such as the water pump, and
4.- It must protect the cooling system against corrosion

There are 3 basic types of coolants based on the different types of additives used:
Inorganic Additive Technology (IAT), Organic Additive Technology (OAT) and Hybrid Organic Additive Technology
(HOAT). Although, technically each one of these would work on any automotive cooling system, each one was developed to meet specific manufacturer’s needs.

IAT has been around since the first water cooled engines. It contains silicates and or phosphates that form a protective barrier on everything in the cooling system, even on the hoses. IAT coolant is generally recommended for
iron-block and heavy-duty engines.

OAT coolants work differently. Aluminum and ferrous metals form a surface-layer of corrosion in the presence of
moisture. OAT coolants anneal (transform by the engine’s heating and cooling cycles) this metal-oxide layer into a
thin surface coating that protects against further corrosion. OAT coolant is what’s in our engines because most of
the components are aluminum.

HOAT are hybrid coolants that use both silicate and organic acid corrosion inhibitors, generally recommended for
engines that have iron-blocks and aluminum heads.

The recommended antifreeze for our Porsche vehicles is the OAT type.
Many of the famous, over-the-counter brands offer OAT coolant with an aluminum-protecting inhibitor package and
contain no silicates, borates or phosphates and will be stated as such on their labels. Generally these are called
“Extended Life Antifreeze Coolant”.
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Technically Speaking!

These coolants can be put on top of the existing Porsche coolant, if needed for a top off, even if it’s a different color,
and although Porsche sells it’s coolant as a lifetime product, whenever there’s a need to service any cooling system
component, such as a radiator, a cooling line, the thermostat or the water pump, for which the system must be
drained, fresh coolant mix should be used to ensure that the additives are there in the necessary quantities to protect the newly installed surfaces.

As we saw in the table (above) the recommended mix for most of us in the lower 48 is a 50/50 mix of antifreeze and
water. Because tap water contains many minerals and chemicals which could reduce or eliminate the wanted effects of the additives, it is highly recommended that distilled water be used for the dilution. You can purchase an
already diluted 50/50 mix from most of the antifreeze manufacturers, but it is generally cheaper if you make the mix
yourself and you can also adjust the proportion to your specific needs.
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Technically Speaking!
Check you coolant level frequently. If you notice a drop in level (from cold to cold) check your coolant cap. Chances are it’s an old (even an original) cap which needs to be replaced after 4 or 5 years, since it can lose it’s pressureholding ability. If you need to top off, it’s fine to do it with just distilled water. You don’t need to use mix, not for a
small amount.

The Ethylene Glycol used in coolant is poisonous to humans and pets. Take all necessary precautions.
On a final note, regarding the “mixing of non Porsche coolant with Porsche coolant will turn to gel” issue, here’s the
scoop.
Porsche was one of the first manufacturers to use an all aluminum engine and they were pioneers in the development of the Organic Additive Technology (OAT) for antifreeze. In those days the concentration of silicates, borates
and phosphates (among others) was so high in the commercially available IAT coolants, that when mixed with OAT
this would cause the additives to precipitate out of solution and would clog many of the fine cooling vanes in the
radiators and engine. This precipitate had the consistency of slush.
Bottom line: Don’t mix different types of antifreeze.

For more information about antifreeze / coolant, cooling systems and more, please visit my website at:
www.PedrosGarage.com.

Happy Porsche-ing,
Pedro
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MEMBERSHIP

2012CHALLENGE

Help Niagara Region reach the 400 member mark by the end of 2012
RENEW & RECRUIT
Renew your PCA membership on a timely basis.
Recruit new members. Grab some business cards at any club event and
pass them out to other Porsche owners:

*********************************************************************

As a ‘thank you’ for being part of Niagara Region in 2012, all primary club
members will receive a complimentary limited-edition 50th anniversary golf shirt!
Show your club spirit by choosing a yellow, red, or black high-quality shirt featuring our 50th anniversary logo embroidered on the left chest.

Here’s the “catch” – you must attend a club event to pick yours up – it’s that easy!

Get involved / Get a shirt!
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www.niagarapca.org

Please support the businesses that
support us. Click on the links below
to visit their websites.



Trubee, Collins & Co., Inc.



Eksten Autoworks



T-Shirt Express

So, if you gonna dream, dream
big.
 Seneca Lodge
Advertising Rates for FLATOUT

Bill Schicker found a seat in a
 Niagara Hobby
GT.
Single Issue

Full Year

Full page—$125

Full page—$350

1/2 Page—$100

1/2 Page—$275

1/4 Page—$80

1/4 Page—$225

1/8 Page—$65

To place an ad please contact Sue Juby at:
Tel#:
Address:

(585) 321-0304
95 Alton Way
W Henrietta, NY 14586

e-mail:

sreesen@rochester.rr.com



Smart Parts

Bernstein
Global Wealth ManLook at that smile.
Jane must
agement
have had to pry him
out of there
with a crow bar.



AutolLinc Sports & Classics

1/8 Page—$175



The Tint Shop

Business Card—$115



Martens Garage Proxy Floor

